
Olight	Intimidator	S	Ultra	Throw	(SR95S	UT)	

 

The Olight SR95S Intimidator Ultra Thrower (SR95S UT for short) is a special edition of the SR95UT. The SR95S UT inherits the sturdy SR95 
frame, but has an upgraded LED, the Luminus SBT-70 LED, which adopts an un-encapsulated die with a low profile protective window to get 
perfect light intensity by optimizing focus on the reflector .The new SBT-70 LED is combined with Olight’s special designed reflector and the 
SR95’s well-established platform. The SR95S UT achieves staggering 1000 meters of ultra-throw ability, making it an industry leader in 
performance. 

UT stands for Ultimate Throw, and boy does this search light deliver just that. The SR95S UT is capable of having a beam distance of up to 1,000 
meters. You can literally slice the night in half with this sword of a light. This rechargeable wonder is perfectly suited for search and rescue missions 
or exploration efforts that demand an incredible range of light. If you are looking for a very powerful search light with the ability to shine down 
almost 2/3 of a mile, then look no further, as the SR95S UT will help you find whatever you're looking for. 

Lighting Technology 
The SR95S UT is equipped with a LUMINUS SBT-70 LED and ouputs a powerful 1250 lumens on High. While in Low mode, which emits 150 
lumens, the SR95S UT can run for up to two days straight. This amazing search light was designed to be extremely bright and maximize beam 
distance. You can shine a beam as far whopping 1,000 meters, which is a little under 11 football fields. That will definitely make sure you can see 
everything in sight. A multi-function click side-switch with a memory function remembers the last power setting used and is also a quick access to 
strobe mode. The unique engineering of the head and reflector features a "Hollow out" design for optimum heat dissipation and weight distribution. 
The perfect luminous spot and wide area of lighting makes this an ideal search and rescue light. 
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Power 
At the heart of this beast of a light is a 7.4V 7800mAh battery pack. If you feel the need to have back up power, we offer a 7800mAh Battery Pack, 
so you'll never be left in the dark. If you still feel the need to be plugged in, you can purchase the 12V DC Car Charger, so you'll be good to go in the 
car. The body features a charge indicator and integrated port for easy recharges. You don't need to worry if your SR95S UT gets lightly wet because 
it is IPX-6 rated and can resist water. Also, the SR95S UT features a lock-out function, so you don't have to worry about accidentally activating the 
light. 
 
Features:  

 Friendly user interface, press and hold the switch for transferring mode 
 Rechargeable battery handle 
 Smart-circuit provides thermal protection 
 Anti battery polarity reverse protection 
 Rugged indestructible aluminum body with anti-scratching type III hard anodization, Engineered anti-slip knurling for a tightly firm grip 
 Intelligent temperature control system to stop flashlights overheated 
 Super Strong anti-reflex coating lens,99% effective transmission 
 Advanced digital power management system 
 Excellent tri-dimensional heat dissipation ability 
 Included: rechargeable lithium battery handle, AC charger and power cable, spare o-rings, strap, and carrying case 
 Uses world-class super bright revolutionary round LED --- Luminus SBT-70 
 Max.Beam Intensity: 250,000cd, Max.Beam Distance:1000m 
 The lighting source adopts an un-encapsulated die to get perfect light intensity by optimizing focus on the reflector 
 The 7800mAh 7.4V 18650 rechargeable lithium battery can also be used in SR90/91/92/95 with a perfect compatibility 
 Hollow out structure in the head reduces weight by 25% compared to traditional sealed packet design 
 The hollowed out structures achieves twice the cooling surface area than that of solid design 
 Lens: tough ultra-clear tempered glass, with anti-reflective coating 
 The large square surface texture in the body increases grip for a teady hold 
 A large, 18mm diameter button makes the light easy to operate 
 Olight patented lock out function 
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Specifications:  
 LED: LUMINUS SBT-70 LED 
 Runs on: Rechargeable 7.4V 7800mAh Battery Pack (Battery included) 
 Output mode/Runtime:  

o High: 1250 lumens / 3hrs 
o Low: 500 lumens / 8hrs 
o Low: 150 lumens / 48hrs 

 Peak Beam Intensity: 250,000cd 
 Dimensions:  

o Length: 12.8" (325mm) 
o Head Diameter: 3.5" (89mm) 
o Body Diameter: 2" (58.8mm) 

 Weight: 43.4 .oz (1230.5g) (excluding batteries) 
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